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Abstract: Pneumonia is a dangerous respiratory disease due to which breathing
becomes incredibly difficult and painful; thus, catching it early is crucial. Medical
physicians’ time is limited in outdoor situations due to many patients; therefore,
automated systems can be a rescue. The input images from the X-ray equipment
are also highly unpredictable due to variances in radiologists’ experience. There-
fore, radiologists require an automated system that can swiftly and accurately
detect pneumonic lungs from chest x-rays. In medical classifications, deep convo-
lution neural networks are commonly used. This research aims to use deep pre-
trained transfer learning models to accurately categorize CXR images into binary
classes, i.e., Normal and Pneumonia. The MDEV is a proposed novel ensemble
approach that concatenates four heterogeneous transfer learning models: Mobile-
Net, DenseNet-201, EfficientNet-B0, and VGG-16, which have been finetuned
and trained on 5,856 CXR images. The evaluation matrices used in this research
to contrast different deep transfer learning architectures include precision, accu-
racy, recall, AUC-roc, and f1-score. The model effectively decreases training loss
while increasing accuracy. The findings conclude that the proposed MDEV model
outperformed cutting-edge deep transfer learning models and obtains an overall
precision of 92.26%, an accuracy of 92.15%, a recall of 90.90%, an auc-roc score
of 90.9%, and f-score of 91.49% with minimal data pre-processing, data augmen-
tation, finetuning and hyperparameter adjustment in classifying Normal and Pneu-
monia chests.

Keywords: Deep transfer learning; convolution neural network; image processing;
computer vision; ensemble learning; pneumonia classification; MDEV model

1 Introduction

In the area of artificial intelligence, known as computer vision, objects are reliably identified and
categorized by computers using deep learning models. Many AI-based technologies are currently
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employed to deal with healthcare domains such as biological issues. Pneumonia is one of the fatal diseases that
cause morbidity and mortality. It is a primary cause of hospitalization in the world, said by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention [1]. In the prediction of disease, AI models provide accuracy comparable to
that of a single radiologist [2]. A technique with early detection and high accuracy outcomes is required to
help radiologists identify Pneumonia from CXR images. CT scans of the lungs, Chest X-rays, chest MRIs,
chest radiographs, chest ultrasounds, and lung biopsies can all be used to detect Pneumonia. Chest x-rays
are frequently utilized by medical professionals due to their accessibility and affordability [3]. Therefore,
this study primarily focuses on CXR images. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) perform
remarkably well when working with images [4]. ImageNet dataset models that are trained on 14 million
images for 20,000 classes are extremely successful transfer learning models because of their quick, fast and
accurate training processes. Rather than training a CNN from scratch, which requires a long time, high
computational cost, and expensive hardware, a more practical technique is to utilize transfer learning
models that are already trained on a huge dataset [5]. Saul et al. [6] used convolutional with residual
networks trained with data augmentation and pre-processing techniques to classify pneumonia images from
check x-ray images and yield 78.73% accuracy, whereas Luján-García et al. [7] implement an XceptionNet
transfer learning model to categorize check x-ray images of patients without pulmonary disease (named
Normal) and people with pulmonary disease (specified Pneumonia). The findings are precision 84%,
F-measure 91%, recall 99%, and AUC-ROC curve 97%. Comparing these two publications revealed that
deep transfer learning models produced superior outcomes to the state-of-art methods.

CNN-based deep learning models have recently become the standard choice for medical image
classifications, according to recent studies [8]. Researchers used several deep learning techniques to
detect pneumonia disease using CXR images. However, they have not worked on the models selected for
this study along with the finetuning in combination with the concatenation of different models, as
concatenating multiple different models results in a combinational effect with good accuracy results. The
purpose of this research is to use transfer learning models in combination with data pre-processing and
data augmentation techniques to precisely classify CXR images into the Normal and Pneumonia classes.
This paper introduced a novel concept of the MDEV model to classify pneumonia patients from CXR
images using deep ensemble-based transfer learning models that concatenate four heterogeneous models
namely, MobileNet, DenseNet-201, EfficientNet-B0, and VGG-16. A different combination of four of
other many models were assumed, and a set of selected models results better in the available dataset and
resources. Moreover, this research is limited to four base models due to fewer available resources.

All these four pre-trained models are finetuned and concatenated following the baseline of the stacking
ensemble that trains a meta-learner to predict the output. The MDEV model could be useful to the medical
field that aid radiologists to quickly diagnosing and confirming pneumonia cases with the potential to
contribute to early detection with high accuracy significantly.

This research is divided into five sections. The related work is covered in section two, which contains the
contributions of state-of-the-art studies and emphasis on the proposed key work. Section three covers the material
and methods of this study, describing the dataset used and the background of transfer learning architectures based
on the convolutional neural networks and the proposed MDEV model. Comparative analysis in section four.
Finally, a conclusion and suggestions for additional research are included in section five.

2 Related Work

In the medical world, detecting Pneumonia with CXR images is a challenging process that requires
much expertise. Researchers are working on this subject to find the best methods and results for detecting
Pneumonia. Today, CNN-based approaches produce great results and are commonly used [9,10]. Working
with a huge dataset can take a long time for a model to learn. Here comes the concept of transfer
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learning: the learnings are transferred from one model trained on millions of images to another model
effectively [11]. A quick and cost-effective approach to identifying patients with lung diseases is to use
CXR images. Fan et al. [12] employ two deep pre-trained models, DenseNet121 and ResNet50, to
identify CXR images and classify them into fourteen clinical classes. The two pretrained networks were
compared, and it was determined that adopting DenseNet121 as the foundational model with data
augmentation approaches resulted in superior generalization capacity on the test datasets. To increase the
dataset for the analysis, a deep convolutional Generative Adversarial Network is applied [13], after which
a pre-trained VGG19 model is applied to the larger dataset, and the accuracy of the original and
augmented datasets are compared for the identical task of pneumonia classification. To automatically
classify pneumonia images using binary classification, In the study [14], retraining a baseline CNN is
contrasted with improved versions of (DenseNet201, VGG16, VGG19, Inception, InceptionV3, Xception,
Resnet50, ResNetV2, and MobileNetV2). The modified version of Resnet50 is said to perform brilliantly,
with an accuracy of above 96%. Three CNN models are ensembled in the paper [15] namely DenseNet-
121, ResNet-18, and GoogLeNet. Predictions of the ensemble learning model perform better than those
of any of its base learners because it combines the discriminative information of all of its constituent
models. The outputs of the three models are aggregated to get an overall average weight. Two open-
source datasets are used to compare the accuracy of the ensembled result. Reference [16] uses four
transfer learning techniques (DenseNet121, VGG19, ResNet50, and Xception) to diagnose pneumonia
disease in chest X-ray images of 1–5 years children. The performance evaluation of these models
revealed that DenseNet121 and Xception have the best automated pneumonia classification ability. The
three classification systems of normal, bacterial Pneumonia and viral Pneumonia are employed by
Rahman et al. [17]. AlexNet, ResNet18, DenseNet201, and SqueezeNet, these four pre-trained models,
are evaluated, and their accuracy is compared in these categories. Chouhan et al. perform an ensemble on
the prediction of five transfer learning architectures, namely AlexNet, DenseNet121, Inception V3,
GoogLeNet, and ResNet18, against the normal dataset bacterial and viral Pneumonia. The findings show
that the ensemble model outperformed all other models [18].

The related work compares cutting-edge transfer learning techniques for pneumonia disease
classification from CXR images. They perform different transfer learning patterns with different
approaches and datasets and obtain variations in results. It is observed that there is no combined research
done on fine-tuned models and ensemble approaches. As ensemble learning results in a combinational
effect, and finetuning results in performance by modifying layers.

3 Material and Methodology

3.1 Dataset

The source of data is Kaggle.com. Paul M-Kaggle dataset of chest X-ray images (Pneumonia) [19]. The
network is fed with images of chest X-rays, as shown in Fig. 1. There are 5,856 images divided into two
categories: Normal and Pneumonia, as shown in Table 1. Every chest radiograph was checked for quality
control, and any scans that were subpar were discarded or indecipherable being discarded for further
examination of CXR images and then graded by a physician before being fed into a deep learning network.

Figure 1: Normal and Pneumonia CXR images
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3.2 Data Pre-Processing

3.2.1 Image Resize
The dataset’s image resolution ranges from 400 p to 2000 p; thereby, all images are scaled to a set size of

224 × 224 (standard choice) before feeding to the CNN because neural networks only take inputs of the same
size and the smaller the image size, the better the model training.

3.2.2 Dataset Append and Segment
In the opensource dataset, validation set has a smaller number of images which is not suitable to validate

the model. Training and validation data sets are appended and segmented into 85% training and 15%
validation. Combining training and validation sets results in 3883 Pneumonia and 1349 Normal images.
85% training set results in 3300 Pneumonia and 1147 Normal images. 15% validation set results in
583 Pneumonia and 202 Normal images, as shown in Table 2.

Table 1: Original dataset

Training set Normal 1341 images

Pneumonia 3875 images

Testing set Normal 234 images

Pneumonia 390 images

Validation set Normal 8 images

Pneumonia 8 images

Table 2: Training 85%, validation 15%

Training set NORMAL 1147 images

PNEUMONIA 3300 images

Validation set NORMAL 202 images

PNEUMONIA 583 images

3.2.3 Class Imbalance
The performance of classifiers suffers greatly when they are presented with datasets that are imbalanced,

meaning that there are disproportionately more negative examples than positive ones. Because the
Pneumonia images in the training set are higher than the Normal images, weights are balanced with the
help of Eqs. (1) and (2).

Normal weight ¼ 1=total normalð Þ � total training imagesð Þ=2:0 (1)

Pneumonia weight ¼ 1=total pneumoniað Þ � total training imagesð Þ=2:0 (2)

3.3 Data Augmentation

Data augmentation increases CNN performance, avoids overfitting, and is simple to use. The data
augmentation techniques utilized in this research are zoom, rotate, height and width shift as shown in
Table 3. Different values were examined with different data augmentation techniques, such as cropping,
and brightness were also examined but the outcomes were not any better, this may vary from dataset to
dataset due to original resolutions.
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3.4 Proposed MDEV Model

In this paper, the novel MDEV model is proposed that uses ensemble learning of pre-trained models
namely, MobileNet, DenseNet-102, EfficientNet-B0, VGG-16. All these models are finetuned and
coupled with image pre-processing and augmentation techniques to divide chest x-ray images in binary
classes i.e., Normal or Pneumonia as shown in Fig. 2. Initially, samples were pre-processed to the 224 ×
224 dimension specified in CXR dataset. Since noise in the dataset is the main cause of prediction issues
in learning models, data pre-processing and augmentation are crucial tasks. Input the pre-processed
images into four deep pre-trained neural networks that use distinct paradigms to extract information from
latent variables. After evaluating the retrieved feature vectors, the outputs of four transfer learning models
are concatenated to build a stacked ensemble in which a new model learns to combine the predictions of
several different individual base models to classify the feedback into a binary class in the most efficient
way. Individual models are referred to as first-level learners, whereas the combiner is referred to as a
second-level learner, or meta-learner, as shown in Fig. 3 and the algorithm in Algorithm 1. The weights
of each class must be balanced when combining predictions; otherwise, the meta-learner will learn more
from the class with the higher weight.

Table 3: Data augmentation

Technique Value

Range of zoom 0.2

Range of rotation 0.2

Range shift of height 0.1

Range shift of width 0.1

Figure 2: MDEV model
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm of MDEV model

MDEVAlgorithm

○ Training data D as an input

D ¼ aI; bif gmi ¼ 1,

○ four pre-trained models mdev

○ Output: Proposed classifier MDEV

1. Learn mdev

For i = 1 to I

learn mdevi using D

end

2. Create a new set of observations

For j = 1 to J

Dmdev ¼ a
0
i; bi

� �
; where a

0
i ¼ h1 aið Þ; :: ; hT aið Þf g

end

3. Learn MDEV meta-learner

MDEV model is trained using Dmdev

return MDEV

3.5 Sequential CNN Model

Sequential CNN is a generic model in which a convolutional layer extracts salient features from input
images, a pooling layer reduces the parameters while constraining spatial dependencies and improving
performance, and a fully connected layer acts as a classifier based on the feature maps extracted from the
pooling layers [20], as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Flow of stacking ensemble learning
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The input images dimension (I) convolutional function using the input provided and filter Conv (I, K)
are represented using the following equations:

dimension Ið Þ ¼ nH ; nW ; nCð Þ (3)

Conv I ;Kð Þab ¼
XnH

a¼1

XnW

b¼1

XnC

c¼1
Ka;b;cIaþa�1;bþb�1;c (4)

where nH is the Height, nW is the Width, nC is the Channels, the input image is I, and the kernel filter is K.

The training and validation loss is 0.3939 and the overall accuracy is 85.90%, precision 88.28%, recall
82.14%, and F-score 83.85%, as shown in Fig. 5. From 234 test images, 157 were correctly classified as
Normal, and 77 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 379 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia, whereas 11 were wrongly classified. It gives 88 wrong predictions.

3.6 Transfer Learning Models

Applying information from one task to a different but related task is “transfer learning.” ImageNet, a big
dataset with roughly 14 million images trained across 21000 classes, is used to train TL models. This method
reduces both the training time and the generalization error. It extracts layers from a trained model, freezes
them to prevent data loss during later training rounds, place some new trainable layers on top of frozen
layers to make predictions from previously mentioned features to a new dataset, and trains the new layers
on the dataset [21].

Figure 4: Basic architecture of convolution neural network

Figure 5: Training performance of sequential CNN on chest x-ray dataset
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The description of transfer learning models is provided by the Keras Applications [22], as shown in
Table 4. Using the ImageNet validation dataset, the model’s performance is correlated with the up-1 and
up-5 accuracy. The network’s topological size is referred to as deep. It contains layers such as activation,
batch normalization, and so on. The average time for each inference step (CPU or GPU) is 30 batches
and ten iterations.

3.6.1 MobileNet
Mobile Nets were created to support mobile applications in a limited phenomenon. The network’s main

benefit is the collection of linear bottlenecks and inverted residual layers. A low-dimensional input
accumulates in the deep network, which increases by elevating dimensional space. The elevated
properties are filtered using depth-wise separable CNNs before being projected into a low-dimensional
environment using linear CNNs [23]. This improvement lowers the requirement to access the main
memory of the mobile application, resulting in faster computations owing to the usage of cache memory.
MobileNet’s architecture is depicted in Fig. 6.

The training and validation loss is 0.4026, and the overall accuracy is 78.85%, precision 79.47%, recall
81.37, and F-score 78.62%, as shown in Fig. 7. From 234 test images, 214 were correctly classified as

Table 4: Keras applications

Method Mass (mega
bytes)

Up-1
accuracy

Up-5
accuracy

No. of
params

Deep Time (ms) for
each CPU

Time (ms) for
each GPU

MobileNet 16 70.4% 89.5% 4.3 M 55 22.6 3.4

DenseNet201 80 77.3% 93.6% 20.2 M 402 127.2 6.7

EfficientNetB0 29 77.1% 93.3% 5.3 M 132 46.0 4.9

VGG16 528 71.3% 90.1% 138.4 M 16 69.5 4.2

Figure 6: Architecture of MobileNet model
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Normal, and 20 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 278 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia, whereas 112 was wrongly classified. It gives 132 wrong predictions.

3.6.2 DenseNet-201
The densely linked CNNs were motivated by Res-Nets’ residual connections, which forced thick blocks

to have long-chained residual connections. For N layers, Dense-Nets have N(N + 1)/2 connections, regarding
the residual connections, which improve the network’s capacity to extract detailed attributes while degrading
image quality. The dense and transition blocks are arranged sequentially to offer a knowledge collection and
a 3 × 3 bottleneck receptive field that improves processing efficiency [24]. Finetuning greater weights
increases generalization in deeper networks with 121 to 201 layers. DenseNet’s architecture is seen in Fig. 8.

The training and validation loss is 0.4763 and the overall accuracy is 83.65%, precision 83.40%, recall
81.20, and F-score 82.02% as shown in Fig. 9. From 234 test images, 167 were correctly classified as
Normal, and 67 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 355 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia, whereas 35 was wrongly classified. It gives 102 wrong predictions.

3.6.3 EfficientNet-B0
The collection of EfficientNets models (EfficientNet-B0 to EfficientNet-B7) that scale up from the

whole network (commonly referred to as EfficientNet-B0). By reducing parameters and Floating-Point
Operations Per Second (FLOPS), EfficientNets improves the model’s accuracy and efficacy [25]. The
EfficientNet-B0 baseline architecture’s feature extraction comprises a collection of MBConv blocks for

Figure 7: Training performance of MobileNet model on chest x-ray dataset

Figure 8: Architecture of DenseNet model
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mobile inverted bottleneck convolution with squeeze-and-excitation, batch normalization, and swish
activation, as shown in Fig. 10.

The training and validation loss is 0.2110, and the overall accuracy is 90.38%, precision 90.64%, recall
88.72, and F-score 89.51%, as shown in Fig. 11. From 234 test images, 192 were correctly classified as
Normal, and 42 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 372 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia, whereas 18 were wrongly classified. It gives 60 wrong predictions.

Figure 9: Training performance of DenseNet-201 model on chest x-ray dataset

Figure 10: Architecture of EfficientNet model

Figure 11: Training performance of EfficientNet-B0 model on chest x-ray dataset
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3.6.4 VGG-16
VGG model is a type of CNN. This network is simple as it only contains 3 × 3 convolutional layers on

top of each layer, as shown in Fig. 12. The size can be lowered using max pooling. After that, two layers are
completely connected with 4,094 nodes each, preceded by a SoftMax [26,27]. VGG-16 and VGG-19 are
ConvNets with deep 16 and 19 layers, respectively.

The training and validation loss is 0.2871, and the overall accuracy is 87.82%, precision 86.76%, recall
88.21, and F-score 87.29%, as shown in Fig. 13. From 234 test images, 210 were correctly classified as
Normal, and 24 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 338 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia, whereas 52 were wrongly classified. It gives 76 wrong predictions.

3.7 MDEV Model

The MDEV model is diagrammatically represented in Fig. 14.

Figure 12: Architecture of VGG model

Figure 13: Training performance of VGG-16 model on chest x-ray dataset

Figure 14: MDEV model architecture and four flows of input
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The training and validation loss is 0.2041, and the overall accuracy is 92.15%, precision 92.26%, recall
90.90, and F-score 91.49%, as shown in Fig. 15. From 234 test images, 201 were correctly classified as
Normal, and 33 were found to be wrongly classified. From 390 images, 374 were correctly categorized as
Pneumonia whereas 16 were wrongly classified. It gives 49 wrong predictions.

4 Comparative Analysis

Four transfer learning models are used in this research to classify Pneumonia and Normal images on
input CXR images. Stacking the ensemble classification technique is employed, which combines
predictions from many models to create a new model which employs a meta-learning method to figure
out how to combine predictions from two or more base models to produce test image prediction results.
The confusion matrix of all models is shown in Fig. 16.

Figure 15: Training performance of MDEV model on chest x-ray dataset

Figure 16: Confusion matrix of all models
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The transfer learning models against generic convolution neural network (CNN) are compared, and the
results are that CNN gives good accuracy results, but it has some limitations of speed, size, etc., for which
transfer learning models outperform. MobileNet, DenseNet, EfficientNet, and VGG are four transfer learning
models that are compared in terms of precision, accuracy, recall, AUC-roc, and f1-score, and the result is that
EfficientNet gives high accuracy among all others. Finally, if transfer learning models are compared with the
proposed MDEV model, it results that MDEV outperforms that of individual base models as it gives the
combinational effect as shown in Table 5, and AUC-ROC curve is shown in Fig. 17 depicts how well
models can differentiate between Normal and Pneumonia classifications.

5 Discussion

The findings of the suggested MDEV model for pneumonia disease classification are discussed in this
section. Python is the chosen programming language for data analysis that could be used to solve deep-
learning-based difficulties. Anaconda Navigator, Jupyter Notebook, and other tools using Python 3.9.7 are
implemented and evaluated in the proposed model. The models are trained and validated on an Intel Core
i5 7th generation x64-based processor with 8 GB RAM, 256 SSD, and HD Graphics 620.

The publicly available dataset from Kaggle is used to apply data pre-processing and data augmentation
techniques. The data input size of images was fixed to 224 × 224 × 3 to make training easier, and data
augmentation techniques such as zoom range 0.2, rotation range 0.2, height shift range 0.1, and width
shift range 0.1 were used. The data was split into 85% training and 15% testing. AveragePooling2D,

Table 5: Models comparison

Models Epochs Runtime Wrong predictions Accuracy Precision Recall F-score

CNN 15 1 h 40 m 88 85.90 88.28 82.14 83.85

MobileNet 11 58 m 24 s 132 78.85 79.47 81.37 78.62

DenseNet 13 1 hr 24 m 102 83.65 83.40 81.20 82.02

EfficientNet 14 59 hr 33 s 60 90.38 90.64 88.72 89.51

VGG 12 1 hr 10 m 76 87.82 86.76 88.21 87.29

MDEV 15 1 hr 2 m 49 92.15 92.26 90.90 91.49

Figure 17: AUC-ROC curve of models
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flattened, dense, and dropout layers were used to alter the underlying models. Following that, all models were
compiled using Adam optimizer, Sigmoid and ReLU activation functions, 15 epochs, batch size 32, dropout
0.5, learning rate 0.002, GPU computations, and binary log loss function was trained to lower the
dimension of the extracted feature. To regulate the number of iterations/epochs, the LearningRateScheduler
call-back function is used. The new learning rate is returned by a function that accepts an epoch index as
input and returns an epoch index as output. Based on the epoch, the learning rate is adjusted. The
ModelCheckpoint, ReduceLRonPlateau, and EarlyStopping call-back functions are also employed where
patience is set to 10 and validation loss is noticed. After the training phase, the test dataset uses certain
evaluation metrics to see how good the models are.

The proposed ensemble model concatenates the four deep base models used to categorize Normal and
Pneumonic chest x-ray images. The MobileNet gives overall accuracy of 78.85%, precision 79.47%, recall
81.37, F-score 78.62% and auc-roc 81.4%. DenseNet-201 gives accuracy 83.65%, precision 83.40%, recall
81.20, F-score 82.02% and auc-roc 81.2%. EfficientNet-B0 gives accuracy of 90.38%, precision 90.64%,
recall 88.72, F-score 89.51% and auc-roc 88.7%. Vgg-16 gives accuracy 87.82%, precision 86.76%,
recall 88.21, F-score 87.29% and auc-roc 88.2%. The four transfer learning models have also been
compared against generic sequential convolution neural networks, and results show that transfer learning
models perform far beyond state-of-the-art CNNs. Comparing the ensemble MDEV model with base
models resulted in the ensemble performing excellently.

6 Conclusion

This study proposes a novel MDEV model for pneumonia disease classification using CXR images.
Each transfer learning model takes around an hour to train and validate. All models are trained using the
Adam optimizer, ReLU, and Sigmoid activation, early stopping, and binary log loss function. 0.002 is the
learning rate, while 0.5 is the dropout rate. All models undergo 15 iterations/epochs of training. On the
test set, our best MDEV model has achieved 92.15% accuracy, a precision of 92.26%, a recall of 90.90%,
an f-score of 91.49%, and an AUROC score of 90.9% with minimal pre-processing and hyperparameter
adjustment. Furthermore, a comparative analysis of four transfer learning models and sequential convolution
neural network with the proposed model is compared for pneumonia classification on 5,856 CXR datasets.
The proposed method can be used to detect pneumonia cases as an alternative to traditional diagnostic
methods and will greatly assist the radiologist in capturing more clinically valuable images and swiftly
determining the type of Pneumonia. The MDEV model can be translated into software, deployed on lab
computers, or used in remote locations where scarce radiologists are. Asthma, bronchiectasis, emphysema,
coronavirus, viral and bacterial Pneumonia, and tuberculosis can all be detected using the MDEV model;
just dataset needs to be changed. The model’s accuracy will improve as more chest images are fed into it.
This quick classification will allow computer-aided technology to be used in novel ways, such as screening
pneumonia patients at airports. The weakness of the MDEV model is that it is more complex, harder to
interpret, high computational power than that of light-weighted base models.

Future studies can increase the number of datasets, apart from the Kaggle dataset; real-time inputs could
also be considered and improve the transfer learning architecture by altering hyperparameters and transfer
learning combinations for a better complex network structure.
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